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Quotations for AMC of Horizontal Rectangular Sterilizer - 4 Nos.

Sealed quotations are invited for undertaking Annual Maintenance

- reg.

Contract (AMC) for

the Horizontal Rectangular Sterilizer - 4 Nos. which are installed and functioning at NIRT,
Chennai, for the year 2021

A blief profile of your

-2022.

The last date for receiving these quotations is 29.10.202L

company and reference of your existing clients

with documents of

unddrtaking such job with any reputed firms may also be enclosed.
The above mentioned equipment can be inspected at NIRT Chennai on any working days

between 10.00 A.M to 4.00 P.M by your authorized service personnel before the last date

of

submission of tender. The details are available in the NIRT website www.nirt.res.in
S.No.

I

Description
Horizontal Rectangular Sterilizers

Model & Sr. No.
24SR/E/SD/FM/MICR
SL. No. 13lt]
SL. No. 1314

Ouantitv
2 Nos.

-

2.

Horizontal Rectansular Sterilizers

36SR/E/SD/FM/I\4ICR
SL. No. 5401
SL. No. s41

2 Nos.

j

l.Mode of services

a)

No. of Visits : Four routine visits plus breakdown calls, if any

Terms & Conditions

l.

The NIRT Office reserves the right to accept orreject any or all applicants without
assigning any reasons.

2.

Any decision taken by the Director, NIRT atany point of time in connection with this
process shall be final and conclusive and no claim or dispute from any quarter in that

regard shall be entertained.
a

Sealed quotation marked confidential and super scribed as

"Horizontal Rectangular

Sterilizer - 4 Nos." must be dropped in the quotation box kept at Administration
(Stores) section or can be sent through speed post

/

courier addressed to The

Administrative Officer (Stores), National Institute for Research in Tuberculosis,
ICMR, No.1 Mayor Sathyamoorthy road, Chetpet, Chennai-3 l so as to reach latest by
29.10.2021at 3.00 PM. The last date may be extended subject to requirement"
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No advance payment will be made before executing the contract. The payment will
be made on rendering the services in two instalments one during first half of the year

and the other on completion of one year with satisfactorily report of end users.
5.

NIRT, Chennai will not be responsible for any delay or late receipt of quotations and
the same

6.
t'

I

7.

will not be considered

No extra payment will

b-e

under any circumstances.

made on account of transportation, handling, loading,

unloading, labour charges etc,

While submitting the quotations the rate against each work and net amount to be paid,
GST etc. should be specified separately.

8.

The institute is eligible to obtain concessional GST at the rate of 5Yo as per
notification no.4512017

-

Central Tax (Rate) r.w.T.N,G.O(MS) No.16l:4712017-

integrated Tax (Rate) dated

14. I I .2017

which

will

be issued in case invoice with

5%o

GST in raised.
9.

In case any discrepancy I breach in service contract is noticed during the period of
AMC the loss will be ascertained and is liable to the recovered.

W-\."V.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
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